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Alina Shanui's Cabin

Alina's cabin on the YSS Mazu is a decorated variation of the Standard Star Army Officers' Cabin. Within
the design constraints laid out by Taisho Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko and Taisho Shimizu-Motoyoshi
Akina (清水本吉明菜) she added her dark little personal touches to it. Minor adjustments to lighting,
flooring appearance and decorations made an enormous difference in the ambiance of her home away
from home.

Main Compartment

Entrance Area

On the cabin side of the door to the entrance of the main compartment was affixed an intricate spider
decal. She was not sure why, but something had always drawn her to the creatures. Every time she
would go to exit her room she would touch it as if wishing for good luck and safe returns.
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Immediately inside the door and to her left, as one would enter, was the desk and communications
station for personal use. The furnishings for this area had been made a darker hue to help make the
room naturally less bright. Traditional desk and chair have been swapped out with modified black and
gold trimmed versions of what had been there.

Sleeping Arrangements
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Towards the end of the main compartment as one walked further into the room one would come across
the sleeping area. This had some of the most noticeable changes compared to the rest of the main area.
Afterall if this would be the site of slumber for the foreseeable future, the least she could do was add
some pizazz to the area responsible for facilitating it.

Bathroom

Entry

The bathroom located at the tail end of the cabin clearly was the second most obviously modified.
Though changes made were minimal for appearance purposes only it still seemed radically different.
Dimmed lighting, purple hues and additional shelving made the cabin bathroom more relaxing and
homey.

Shower
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While the bathroom was quite tight it still managed to be a beautiful and spacious seeming area to
cleanse from the stress one might occur during the day. Past the initial area was a giant mirror hung on
the wall, beneath rested a small table and cabinet. A fresh looking fake plant had been placed adjacent
to the shower to remind her of the forests she had come to love. The same shadowy purple hues carried
over from the entry to the bathing area completing the atmospheric feeling of dark relaxation.

Alina Shanui's Cabin Inventory

Intricate Spider Door Decal
Black Widow Spider Plushie
Thin Black Blanket
Various Books

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2023/01/11 21:03 by Nakshatra.

Main compartment entrance door art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
Main compartment communications station art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
Main compartment sleeping area art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
Bathroom entry art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
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Bathroom shower art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
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